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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　INTRODUCTION

　　　　Aromatic　polvimides　are　know ｎ　to　have　an　excellent

environmental　stability　in addition　to thermal　and　mechanical

properties due to their chemical structures and ordered-structures.

When ApporoII spacecraft sucxGssfully made ａ softﾚlanding on the

moon in 1968, it was observed that the golden, shinning polvmeric

film was covered on the surfaces of the lunar vehicle. It was ａ

metal ized polyimidc film for thermal protection of spacecraft.　Ａ

thermal control film which is so called ａ flexible multilayer thermal

insulation(MI,I)is now very popular for ａ passive thermal control

svstems of the spacecrafts.

　　　　A flexible solar arrav is an another attractive ｅχample of

aromatic　polyimide　films　for　space　application.　Japan's　first

spacecraft SFU retrieved　by the NASA　Space Shuttle, during　the

'STS-72 mission in this January deployed the two large polvmeric

wings in lowコごarth orbit(LEO). Because of high Tg and outstanding

mechanical properties even in very low　temperature, aromatic

polvimidcs are the most successful polymeric materials in space and

are widely used for the materials in spacecrafts such as insulators of

electric wires, tapes, dust covers, MLIs, light weight deployable solar

arravs, and so on.　　　　　｀

　　　　However, it was found that Kapton polyimide film,seriously

reduced the film thickness during the Space Shuttle missi)n in LEO. It

is　　reported　　that　　the　　results　　originated　　from　　ａ　　surface

degradation(recession) by impinging oxygGn(atomic oxygen). SFU

retrieved also exhibited signs of discoloration of Mils, suggesting

atomic oxygen erosion ｅ汀ects and complex environmental effects.

This　paper shows　the　typical　examples <of advanced aromatic
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polymers for space applications in Japan O ）and will discuss the space

environmental effects of these polymers.

　　ADVANCED AROMATIC POLYlvIERS roR SPACE APPLICATIONS

　　　　Spacecrafts and each instruments arc usually covered with the

various mctalizcd polvmcr films to control the temperature of the

spacecrafts. It is known that thermal control blanket can be applied

to regulate surface temperature within the range desired to produce

ａ hot or(co]d)structure in ａspace environment. Surface temperature

is a function of the ratios of solar absorptivity (α)to low temperature

emissivitv(e). At equilibrium, low α/£ ratio provide a low surface

temperature; high value　provide a high　surface　temperature.

Therefore, by choosing the proper n】ｍand the appropriate mctaいt

is possible to spe(ify ａ thermal control surface within a wide range of

a and F values. Ａ passive (nonactive) thermal control system very

helps to maintain spacecraft systems and component at spec雨cd

temperature limits. Kapton polyimidc and Teflon films have long

been accepted as the spare stable insulating materials. Figure 1 shows

chemical　structures　of　aromalic　polvimidcs　for　MLI. They　can

comprise over 90% outer layer covering of a spacecraft. Figure 2
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Aluminized Upilex-R polyimide(25pm)

separater( polyester net)

double-Aluminized Maylar(12μm)

　　　　J layers

Aluminized Upilex一Ｒpolyimide(25μtn)
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shows the flcx'ib】ｃmulti】aycr thermal insulation(MLl)for ASCA

shown in Figure 3. AS【"A is an our new powerful X- ray observatory

sard】ilc】aunchcd in 1993. Because　maximum allowable fluctuation

of the fwal point is 0,5 mm, tﾌﾞhesurface of 3,4 ｍ long, high precision

Extcndiblc Optical Bench made of CFRP was covered Ｕ円LEX-R

polyimidc MM. iJPH.nx- Ｒ consisting in biphcnylimidc with 4,4'-

diphcnvl ether posses a high optical transparency of the film as

compared with that of pvromcllitimidc, Kapton. It is an advantage for

the svstcm due to low absorptivity. New MLI used for ASCA is

composed bv both 2 outer layers ofaluminizcd 25 μm UPILEX-R and

５lavers double-aluminized 12 μ.m polyester films with separator

net as shown in Figure 2. Until 1 987, Kapton MLI isａ only MLI for

high temperature area of vSpacccraft and ASCへis the first satellite

fully covered by an another polyimidc MLI. ０ｎthe other hand, outer

laver were used for 50 /./m thick Aluminized KAPTON with 1 1 lavers

of double aluminized thin KAPTON films.

　　　　As you sec in Figure 3, until ten years ago,ａspacecraft usually

has ａ rigid type power genera tor(solar paddle). When ａ spacecraft

becomes larger, it requires much more electric power. It seems thatａ

flexible solar array will be the most attractive way for the power

generation in space. l t was designed and experimented　in vSpace

Shuttle mission by NASA　based on the beautiful application on an
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idea of releasing the strain energy　of fiber reinforced polymeric

rods. It consists of a single extend iblc mast and flexible fold-out high

performance　film.　Figure 4　illustrates　SFU spacecraft with　two

extend iblc flexible solar arrays. l t is the multi- purpose. Shuttle

retrievable unmanned space experimental facility,and was launched

in last year bv H-II rocket. retrieved in this January｡

　　　　Figure Sa and ５ｂ describe the array configuration and the

cxtcndiblc mast, respectively. Ａ size of the deployed wing is 2,4 mm

wide and 9,7 m long. The array is composed of two boards assembly

and the　mast canister. The　ｅχtcndiblc/rctractablc mast is　the

continual coilablc mast which is composed of three GFRP spring rods

and radial spacers. The main source of its spring force is generated bv

bending strain energy of the FRP rods. The radial spacers were made

of iipiirx- Ｒ　molded. Therefore, no　mechanical　bach lash　exists.

because of no pin-joint hinqcs, resulting　in the high dimensional

stability.　V:dch~arrav　blanket　consists　of 48　hinged　nolvimidc

nancls(films)whose size is 202 mm wide and 2,400 mm long. About

27,000 solar cells arc mounlcd on two arrav blankets and generate

3,0　kV･Ｖ　power.　狂)O　micrometer　thickness　s山con　cell　with　100

micrometer cover glass arc　adhered bv S^う^卜RTV silicon　type

adhesive on the polyimidc panels.　It is known that UPILEX-S shown

in Figure l is the most highly thermal and environmentally stable

P( Ivimidc in space］25 micrometer thickness of this film with Si02

sputtered for　protection　against the　atomic　oxygen　ion　Lm was

successfully used for the array blanket substrate. In 1997, National

Space Ｄごvclopmcnt Agency of Japan(NASDA)which is in charge of

development of application satellites and launchers also will launch

the povvciでしiにCbmmunicarions and Broadcasting Satcllitc(COM‾TS)

Λith two large flexible solar array paddles shown in Figure 6. A

array paddle also made of polvimidc films is approximately 30 m

long.

　　　　ｌｎ near future. development ofａlarge deploy able antenna is

an another importanl technology in space. Figure 7 illustrates

Muscs-B antenna which is planned to be used aboard the satellitefor

S pace-VLRf (Very Long Baseline Intcrfcromctr叫10 m diameter

parabolic antenna with mesh surface will be expected to deploy with
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step extending the ^｀cxtcndiblc masts gradually in space. This

incredibly complicate system composed by about 6,000 fine cables of

high modulus Keviar 149 aramid covered by （:DNEX aramid net.

Because of requirement of high surface accuracy. ａ cable must keep

precisely its length without creep under ａ tension fieldin space. It Is

know ｎ that a high strength Kcviar ！49 cable exhibits ａ very little

elongation as stressed and has　minus CT.r;. during wide range

temperature. I t is the first application of high performance organic

fibers forａlarge dcployablc parabolic antenna surface in space.

　　　SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL ErPECTS or ADVANCED AROMATIC

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　POLYMERS

　　　　When the SFU spacecraft was retrieved,and returned toJapan

in carlv spring in 1996, it was observed that many surfaces of

polyimidc M□　lost its golden shining color and｀had undergone

changes　from　prc- flightcondition.　It　was　reported　that　KAPTON

polvimidc film scrioLislvrcdurcd film thickness during exposure in

LEO. Table I　summarized atomic oxygen　reaction efficienciesfor

several materials in USA The discrepancy in reaction efficienciesof

the FEP in Lorr and nOHNI exposures seems to be attributed to the

syncrgistic interaction of the solar vacuum ultravi｡oletradiation.

Siliconcs arc known to form ａ self-protective SiOx glass-like film

which resists AO attack.The surfaces of post-fright MLI on the SFU

spacecraft became rugged and opaque as compared with unexposed

film.Figure 8 shows a prc】iminary photo of outer layer polyimidc

MI.I.
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